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ሕታም 34
Editor Tesfadet Bahlibi 10/16/2016

ቆሊሕታ መድረኽ ኣብ
ዝተባሀሇን ዝበሃል ዘሎን
እዛ ድርሰት እዚኣ፡ ድግማ ናይ እታ መድረኽ 25B፡ ቅድሚ ክልተ ዓመታት፡ ኣብ 10/16/2016
ዘቃሊሕኩዋ እያ። ብመሰረታ ወይ ብቐንዲ፡ ሇውጥታት ኣብ ኣሰራርዓን ሓዯ ክልተ ቃሊትን ገረሊ፡ ኣሎኹ ዯኣ
እምበር፡ ከምዝነበረታ ንሳ እታ መድረኽ 25B እያ። ኣይ በልናንዶ ንማሇት እያ ትድገም ዘሊ። ኣቦ ዜማ ሃገር
ዶክተር በረኸት መንግስትኣብ ከኣ፡ በቲ ኣብ መሬት ዘይ ወድቕ ዘማኡ ተጠቒሙ ንዝበሎ፡ ከም መፈሇምታ
ንባብ ይዯግሞ ኣሎኹ።

ጉድ ፈሊ
ኣቱም ሰባት፡ ብዛዕባ እዛ ትግራይን ተጋሩን ዘበሇ ቁምነገራት ኩለ፡ ሎሚ ቅነ ካብ ገሇ ገሇ ተመራመርቲ ታሪኽ ኢና
በሃልቲ፡ ነንብቦ ዘሎና ትንተናታት፡ ኣነስ - ኣይ ጸሊእኩዎን። ንሱ ከኣ፡ ከይደ ከይደ፡ ብዛዕባ ናይ ትግራይን ዯቂ ትግራይን
ዝምልከት፡ ናይ መበቆሎም ሓረግ፡ መን ምስ መን ከም ዝጠናነግን ፡ ናበይ ገጾም ኣቢሎም ከጎራብትዎ እንክፍትኑ፡ መዓት
ኣእማን ይፍንቅለ እኳ እንተ ሃሇዉ፡ እቲ ራህጺ ግን፡ ከም መጠኑ ዘዓግብ ኣይ ኮነን፡፡
ብዛዕባኦም ክጸውዩ እንከሇው - ከም ትግራዎት፤ ትግርኚ፤ ትግሬ፤ ኣግዛዝያን - ዝኣመሰለ ናይ መንነት ጥብቆታት ንሰምዕ
ኣሎና። ከም ቅልውሊው የስስምዕ። ኣግሂዶም ኣይ በልዎ ዯኣ እምበር፡ ንሳቶም ኢትዮጵያውያን ከም ዘይ ምዃኖም ዘስምዕ
ኣበሃህሊ ኮይኑ - እንታይ ዯኣ - ከም ኤርትራውያን መሲሎም ክዛመደ፡ ድንዕ ድንዕ ይብለ ከም ዘሇው፡ ማሇቶም ከም
ምዃኑ ወሲዯዮ ኣሎኹ። ዘዯንጹ እዩ። ትዯልይኦሞ ይዝንግዓክን።
ንሱ ከኣ ህዝባዊ ሓርነት ትግራይ፡ ወይ ከኣ - ወያነ ተባሂሎም ዝፍሇጡ፡ ካብቲ ናይ ትግራይነት መሇሇይ ኢልና እንፈልጦ
ዘበሇ ባህርያታት፡ ጨሪሶም ጠፊኦም ምስ ጸንሑ፡ እንሆ ሕጂ ኣይ ምስ እዚ፡ ወይ ከኣ ኣይ ምስ እቲ ኮይኖም፡ ዓሇሞም
ጠሉማቶም ይርከቡ።
ትግራውትሲ፡ንምእንቲ ጥቕሞም ከውሕሱ እንክብለ፤ ከም ጎራሓት፤ ጥንቁቓት፤ ድሑናት፤ ተጸመምቲ፤ ጥውይዋያት
ዝመሇሉኦም ታሪኽ ዘሇዎም እዮም። እዞም ወያነ ግን፡ ከምኡ ኣይክ ኮኑን። በንጻሩ፡ ዓዋናት፤ ካብ ኣፍንጭ ኦም ንኔው ዘሎ፡
ክርእዩ ዘይ ክእለ ዯናቁር፤ ዯረቐኛታት፤ ጠሊማት፤ ኣልባናውያን ኮይኖም ይጸንሑ እሞ፤ ግልብጥ ኢሎም ከኣ ኣብ
ሱዛናውያን ዝሽየጡ ዓዋናት፤ ነቲ ሓቒፍዎም ዘሎ ህዝቢ፤ እንታይ ከም ዝመስል ዘይፈልጡ ጽለሊት . . . ወዘተ፡፡ ነዚኣቶም
ተጋሩ እዮም ክትብሎምሲ፡ ዘይግቦኦም መሕፈር ሰቦም እዮም።
ንኤርትራ ዝኸድዑ ወይ ከኣ፡ ዝበልዑለ ጻሕሉ ዝሰብሩ፡ እንታይ ክንብሎም ንኽእል - ብዘይካ ዝቑረኑ ኣብዑር እምበር።
ንዓሰርተታት ኣሽሓት ሰሊማውያን ኤርትራውያን፡ ሓንቲ ዝበዯልዎም ዘይ ብሎም ክነሶም፡ ነዛ ዓይኖም ክርእይዎም ስሇ
ዝሓርበቶም ካብ ሰሊማዊ ናብራኦም ፈናቒሎም ዝጠረዙ፡ ኣብዑር ወያነ ዯኣ እምበር፡ ትግራዎት ኢልካ ክትገልጾም ዘይ ከኣል
እዩ። እንሆ ከኣ፡ ኢድ ሸናሒት ጸናሒት ከም ዝተባህሇ፡ ሊዕሊይ ሰማይ ተታሒዝዎም ይርከብ። ሕጂዶ'ሓይሽ።

እስከ በለ፡ ብዜማ ዶክተር በረኸት መንግስተኣብ
ኮብራ እናበልና ክንጅምሮ
Cobra
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In advance, I want to admit that my writing format for this version, unusually, will be unstructured. Let
me try if I could make my reasons reasonable. It is kind of chitchatting. As such, let me begin like this.
After more than four decades in the landscape of Ghedli Eritrea, I reached to a conclusion where I have
to make some judicious review onto my own endeavor. And that is to slow down. My past writings
had already covered every conceivable chronicle of our quagmires. I can see it now occurring the way I
envisioned it ahead of time: prophesy Medrek’s 101.
When I considered writing for this paper it was for my own record only. I compiled some 50 page
contents packaged under this title. This piece is part of it as a prelude of which I decided to share it
now. The rest are composed in Tigrigna and remain pending for release in the future if necessary. They
could make pain at the butt for some quarters.
Having said the above, the composition of this writing includes many satires suitably. Let me begin with
The Tigrai Weyane’s troubles and then some relevant advice to The Eritrean Government’s flows.

1) For the Weyane: The Amharic verbatim “ጉድ ፈሊ" is my favorite. More than
that, I love the richness of the Amharic language as much as I do for the
Sudanese/Eritean version of Arabic. I give credit to Amharic for it has influenced me to
become reading lover. During my high school era, I read series of influential Amharic
books, some of which included: ኣንድ ሇናቱ፤ ፍቅር እስከ መቃብር፤ ኣልወሇድም፤ ዱግሪ
ያሳበዯው ካርቱም ሀዯ ቀረ and later on ኦሮማይ etc. I believe that my style in Tigrigna
writing is a derivative from the Amharic literature. That is being said, ጉድ ፈሊ is the
emphasis of this specific point in order. It is in relevance to the Tigrai’s Weyane mobs
that has been disassembling the Ethiopia society into pieces according the color if their
eyes. The evil of the time, Weyane, is now standing toe on one foot at the edge of a
cliff.
ውሻ የቀዯዯው ፡ ጅብ ይገባበታል፡ ከም ዝበልዎ መጠን፡ ሕንሆ ሕጂ፡ እታ ወያነ ዝቐዯዯታ ቤት፡ ኣብ ኣዯዲ ኣዛብእ ወዱቓ
ትሕቆን ኣሊ። ሕራይ ዯኣ። ማሇሉት፡ ናይ ሻዕብያ ራእይ፡ ተረዱኣቶ እንተ ትነብር ነይራ፡ ካብ ባድመ ክሳብ ኣድዱስ ኣበበ፤
ካብ ኣድዱስ ኣበባ ክሳብ ዋይትሃውስ . . . ምሽርማጥ ኣይ መድሇያን ነይሩ።

ኣፈርክቡ
ወያነ ኣብ ጻዕሪ ሞት
እረ ህድልኝ እንክበሃል ከሎ። If you are passionate to the pain the Ethiopian
people are suffering under the Weyane Tigrai’s apartheid, listen to this
videos. There are at least five consecutive videos that you are required to
listen one after the other as a precondition to precede reading. You need to
sacrifice your evening to watch the following video before reading my
2Cents post. You may need soft tissue on hand if in case your eyes sore.
People’s Storm Against The Blood Thirst Weyane
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rm1PhBNT79Q
The law of cause and effect works. The basic understanding of Karma goes like this: “What goes around
comes around” or “as you sow, so shall you reap” The Weyane org sinned against the people of Eritrea
big time and now … its day for judgment by the order of The Holly Father is in in effect. My hope is
that, one day, those Weyane collaborator Eritreans will come to their senses for their mistakes. Come on
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folks!! You can’t tell me that you are fighting on behalf of me for my rights while friended with
Weyane, the deadly enemy of us. Do you get it fox?
I knew Weyane since they were as few as we were able to numerically finger counted them - በጻብዕ
ዝቑጸሩ እንከሇዉ። They were dangerous then and stayed persistent for that. Even though they never knew
the secrecy of it, I don’t forget the collateral rescue I got from them during my critical dark hour by
elements of their assignee that came to our command for help for a certain duty at the front line.
Fox, you can’t tell me you love Eritrea while you are in love with Suzan’s friend and Obam’s under
nutritional soul as seen in this dinner table.

Meles & his best boys

Meles & his best friend

Meles & his admirer Gadi

Feeding the under nutritional Desalegn

Once it had conquered the Amhara Power House, APH, the wicked took no time to practice vengeance
acts upon the Ethiopian public at the expense of the Tigrai Addi Jeganu. Bashing, belittling,
underestimating has been the response given to the Ethiopian people’s agony. It ignored the inevitable
crisis hovering upon the country they care less about it. The clan as I could relate it to the KKK white
supremacy of the USA; I called it the Weyane clan, WKKK, having the Agazi Army as its killer Dragon.
It failed to learn lessons from Dergue’s past fall especially from the defeat of the Red Star Campaign.
“In 1982, the EPLF faced the sixth and most violent offensive of the Ethiopian army, known as the “Red
Star Campaign”, which involved a total of 100,000 Ethiopian troops equipped by the Soviet Union. On
this occasion, Mengistu moved his office to Asmara to oversee military operations which were deployed
on three fronts: Barka, Nakfa and around Alghena. The offensive involved the massive use of air power
and toxic gas that the EPLF resisted by building a network of underground bases and fabricating
homemade gas masks and other equipment. The EPLF was able to survive the offensive, which,
according to EPLF sources, caused 33,000 Ethiopian casualties and 2,000 Eritrean casualties. This
outcome gave renewed confidence to the EPLF, whereas the Derg army became severely demoralised
from its attempt to destroy Eritrean resistance.” source . Emphasis is mine.
For many years while the people of Ethiopia have been calling for change, the Weyane lashes back labeling the people as Eritrea’s Shaebia mercenaries: to be specific as terrorists. Now "ጉድ ፈሊ።"
Weyane is being hunted by its own measure. The people are telling it that the Ethiopian public has
nothing to do with the Eritrean Shaebia. It is in the contrary that the Weyane by itself is an Ethiopian
Terrorist, is what the people are telling it. They made it clear that the Weyane is their sole enemy. ጉድ
ፈሇ.
Sad to say this, nevertheless, the Ethiopian people, sooner or later, will face serious dangers from
multiple chronic health matters along with wide spread of famine and droves of mass exodus fleeing out
of the country according Medrek’s prophecy 101. Worse than that, it is on the verge of disintegration.
The cause for the dangers is the destroyer Tigrai Peoples Liberation Front, TPLF, itself. ኣይበልናንዶ: In
other words, the loosely coupled societies with unique identities of their own who have been ruled
under one Ethiopian umbrella are now on the verge of catastrophic problems of all kinds.
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2)

For The Government of Eritrea:


I abhor the way the government functions without a constitutional law. To avoid for further
chaos that our country is being accused for, time has come for the government to seriously
consider our appeal to resolve the burning issue. Regardless what the constitution might
encompass, we need at least a posturing document called a “constitution.” I think, democracy
can never be as something like a digital template that can be applied uniformly everywhere
where the sun rises. In that sense, it is safe to say that no constitution is born equal. It is rather
a guide, I would say, to be engineered to satisfy to a certain specification accordingly.
 I abhor the way the government’s handling the prisoners’ of conscience cases. To avoid for
further chaos that the country is being accused for, time has come for the government to
diligently deliver justice for all prisoners who are being locked up heartlessly.
 It is very disturbing of the government’s insensitivity towards the wide range spread of public
dissatisfaction the way their government functions. Public opinion is a serious matter. Shouldn’t
the government consider creating a system to scientifically collect opinion data from the public:
call it Public Opinion Survey Study System, POSSS, on one hand and on the other a
Commission of Corruption Inquiry, COCI, of its own? Then come out with a plan of action to
resolve issues according the findings of the study. This way or the other, public confidence
must be restored back to its originality. ዯሓር ከኣ - ጎረበትካ ክሊጸ እንከሎ፡ ጭሕምኻ ኣጠልቂ፡ ከም
ዝተባህሇ መጠን፡ ንወያነ ወሪድዋ ዘሎ ሓዊ፡ ናብ ህዝቢ ኤርትራ ክልሕም ይኽእል ማሇት፡ ዘይ ሕሇም እኳ እንተ
ኾነ፡ መረረ ህዝቢ ኤርትራ ግን፡ ብርዝነት ክስማዕን ክትግበርን ይግባእ።
Now let me do some chitchatting surrounding our favorite daily political gujimjim, ጉጅምጂም, in matters
of dirty politics by those of us who stood firmly pro and firmly against the Government of Eritrea. In
between are: the silent majority and the undecided or the langlanga, ሊንግሊንጋ.

Chitchatting:
The two opposites, the pro and the anti of the Eritrean system, one is progressing while the other is
digressing big time. At the center, it is the Government of the State of Eritrea and its State Architect
and forecaster with his many adjectives. He is the most favored and the most blamed Tegadalai, Eritrea
has ever created: her son with decorated colors. Rightly or wrongly all the hullabaloos are mostly about
him. Well, he is holding his ground. A thorough audit to his reputation performance may find his
balance sheet bottom line on green: my belief.
I am so anxious by the turn of current events. The entire geopolitics seems to be taking its toll on the
USA. She seems nervously out all over the planet to look for any crack left for her in the Middle East
and Horn of Africa zones that she has lost them already. Eritrea is now in this inescapable dangerous
Arab circle. It has to do what it has to do for its own reasons.
From the other end, we hear that Russia and the USA may take us back to the old world war history.
Germany is also growing tall in Europe same as the USA is in North and South America. Testing
political balloons for possible nuclear wars are beginning to float on the skies. Every indication suggests
that our world is in serious trouble more than ever. Under such circumstances, how Eritrea is handling
to this prevailing geopolitical storm requires a special assessment. For me, her current position could be
more of advantages than disadvantages. Check this out.
USA with its blood stained hands upon us is beginning to sniff on Eritrea. It seems that it is on its look
for a strategic gateway through which it could display its power influence in those zones. Time will tell
what she is up to. I remain cautious. As the saying said, having seen someone robbed you; it is hard to
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trust him giving you. ክሰርቀኒ ዝረኣኽዎስ ክህበኒ ነይ ኣምኖ ከም ማሇት። It is just like that for the almighty, a
slave master, the USA.
The latest State Department denial the right of Eritreans to conduct public conference with their
government’s representatives in its land is a testimony what the USA is all about when it comes in
regard its strategic interest. It is a puzzle that is very hard to comprehend. The intuitive reaction that
registers in the mind is that the USA action is a pure punishment against Eritrea. I doubt it. How could
it be? The other night it was gesturing positively that it is renewing its embassy’s presence in Asmara
and then the next day took the absurd action. Simply, it is a disgusting political rhetoric intended for its
own face saving: my take as is. It wanted to show to the other camp that it still remains tough on
Eritrea. Nothing else! It makes me laugh. Hence, my guess is that there may not be something to worry
about. I take it as late night theatrical talk show. All we don’t know is what deals behind the curtain is
going on.
In summation, I feel positive. The unfortunate revelation in Ethiopia is what I have predicted it to occur
ahead of time. The worst is yet to come.
Front page media is being attracted by the Tigrai’s Guard, Weyane, is being terminally ill due to AIDs
caused by unsafe practices. But the patient is denying it. Instead, it is trying to make a case that it is
rather a malignant cancer caused by a laboratory proven virus known as Eritrea: weird as it sounds. This
way or the other, the end of Weyane is predictable to hell leaving the door wide open for any hyena to
come in: ውሻ በቀዯዯው ጂብ ይገባበታል.
For the so called Eritrean opposition, many of whom whose origin are from Jebha seems that they have
lost their foster parent, the Weyane of Tigrai. Sad to see them orphaned. That’s what you end up to if
committing shameful self-incriminatory acts collaborating with the enemy of your people that you are
well aware of. It also applies to those I sarcastically called them the triple AAA websites, to mention the
least.
My dispute with the so called opposition is the result of my vast experience. I have already made year to
year performance review on it a while ago to which I scored it bellow an acceptable patriotic standard
which could result a threat to our national security. It is a devastating truth. Several of backwardlooking political movements cannot qualify to be as the vanguard representatives for their constituents
for a fundamental change in power. Should that is the realty, the movement falls into another category
named as anarchism/ ሽፍትነት ወይ ከኣ ፋለልነት. Here was my truncated safari alongside the opposition.
In 1977, an uprising by the grassroots Tegadelti of Jebha, demanding improvement on how their beloved
Front has been administered by its crooked leaders was crushed militarily by the Jebha Secret Labor
Party, JSLP, similar with the German’s Gestapo dirty jobs in 1933. I escaped through the eye of a needle
from the crackdown by the JSLP and went to exile in The Sudan when thousands of our heroic warriors
found their way to Shaebia.
During my stay in Khartoum, I joined with some senior cadres who were over there in defiance against
the trouble maker Jebha for their own reasons that I may not be able to say the exact. Nevertheless, they
were organized under a title: Eritrean Democratic Movement, EDM. Leaving aside all about the
contradictions surrounding it on how its name was adopted, I joined it knowing that the movement has
never been the leading factor to the grass roots movement which began soon after the National
Congress of the ELF was conducted in the jungles of Barka Tahtai in 1975. The JSLP condemned it as:
Falul or Anarchists.
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In Khartoum, among the movers of the EDM was the notorious Hurui Tedla Bairu. Every effort we have
attempted to make it as the leading team to validate the demands raised by the mass Tegadelti of Jebha
never happened. A serious task to recruit for new members from Kessela in preparation for possible
deployment to Meda assigned to comrade Tareke Beraki and I never took off. Finally, we went in
disarray in peers of our own affiliations.
Consequentially, some of our comrades, one of whom was Tegadalai Goitom, met with me confidentially.
And we have discussed what was all about the EDM of Khartoum. There was no disagreement among us
in regard the shortcomings of the EDM that we were concerned about. We agreed in every issue that
was going on. They were furiously angry upon the movers of it. At the conclusion of our discussion,
they made it clear for me and that was their intent to distance themselves from the EDM and wanted
me to cosign their already prepared declaration letter to be distributed for public perusal. I disagreed
believing that it would be unproductive to make it public. My argument was that we could quietly slide
out from EDM without publicizing so to avoid bad image in the eyes of our public. They were
determined to do it and they distributed the declaration flyers publicly minus my consent.
They went their highway through and I hold on with the remaining EDM hoping that we would find
ways to straighten it out. We tried our best along with some dedicated fighters one of whom was my
intimate comrade, martyr Zekarias Neguse who later fallen victim of unknown assassins in Dessie post
our independence. Many believe that it was the crime committed by Shaebia at the blessing of Weyane.
Together him and me, we began researching for the causes of our ineffectiveness. We thought of
possible conspiracy theory. We suspected something might have been going on by some personalities for
their own fame.
Our search led us to an important eye opener opportunity. It was a moment of my significant historic
meeting with one of our great revolution player. Covered under the dark of the night; escorted by secret
security apparatus, we met the admirable hero; martyr Osman Saleh Sabe at his villa in Amarat of
Khartoum. He was accompanied by his finance handler Dejazmatch Asmerom. Leaving aside all the
details that we had scratched about what was prevailing at the time, we agreed to nothing in a friendly
manner. Nevertheless, it was revealed to us that there were some players behind our backs who claimed
as leaders from EDM doing low level performances. We had accomplished the goal of our mission. Let
me fast-forward.
The EDM in Khartoum became insolvent soon around 1979. It was mainly because of the hopelessness
caused by its senior cadres. Many moved out from The Sudan and migrated to everywhere: Middle East,
Europe and America. I ended up in California. So did my comrade martyr Zecarias Neguse ahead of me
to the East Cost of USA.
In 1981, Jebha became insolvent. Luckily, some of its Tegadelti who were jailed in its Mogoraib prison
suspected of Falulunet, it let them go free not because of its justice but because it bankrupted.
I heard that some of whom ended up in the Sudan and they came out with the idea to resurrect the
failed movement, EDM. Its renowned leaders included martyr Ghiorgis and Ghebrebrhan Zere whose
where about still unknown since he was kidnaped by Higdef from Humora post the independence.
For my surprise, some senior cadres who were jailed in Mogoraib and later associated with the EDM of
Khartoum, migrated to USA and settled in the Bay Area of California. We knew very well of each other
back then when Jebha was intact and we were happily reunited. They updated me all about how the
EDM got revived in Khartoum.
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Even though few of us, we enthusiastically pledged to continue the struggle for the liberation of our
country in line with the administrative guidelines of the EDM based in Khartoum. We have elected our
leader and his subordinates. We also came out with an idea the need to have our own mouthpiece
periodical titled: መረብ/Mereb in North of America. I was its editor in chief and the sole financial
responsible for its distribution. The circulation of Mereb in the Bay area has created hot discussions, to
say the least. I believe that it made it to the archives of the Stanford University library.
Unfortunately, we have fallen in trouble for a serious debacle. We have gotten an official autocratic
letter from the newly formed EDM leaders in Khartoum. They ordered us to stop the publication of our
Mereb. No publication was allowed from our end in North America, they said. They instructed us to
only help the distribution of their mouth pies publication from Khartoum titled - ኣግእዞ. One among of
their main concerns was that our stand against Tigrai Peoples Liberation Front, TPLF, contradicted with
their policies. They stood positive about TPLF while we stood negative about it. That was in the first
half of the 1980th.
We have complied with their ruling but they risked our participation after that. We had to freeze our
role with them pending further resolve. Technically, our ideas got assassinated because we exercised the
privilege of free speech.
While we were in the middle of our swamp dilemma, comrade Zecarias Neguse acting as a middle man
to bridge the disagreement between us and the Khartoum based leadership met with me in New York
City. We have discussed the issues slice by slice at length. Unfortunately, we disagreed and both he and I
separated in frustration. That was it goodbye with EDM. Coincidentally, it was when the Dergue’s 6th
offensive was waged against Shaebia. I sided in support of Shaebia financially and morally despite my
political disagreement with it.
However, our group in the Bay Area never quit from being active in the affairs of the ongoing struggle
for independence without a formal title. Effort made by Wedi Zere in our private closed door meeting in
Oakland to resolve the issues didn’t bear fruit. In addition, a night long phone discussion between
martyr Ghiorgis from Germany and me in California didn’t move an inch for concession mainly due to
our differences about the Weyane of Tigrai. Unlike some of Weyane’s supporters including Shaebia, I
kept my suspicion upon it since the first day I have met with its gunmen. All years went fast to 1991,
and Eritrea got its independence followed by a referendum in 1993.
The referendum marked as another judgment day for the ELF originated organizations to history. They
abstained to vote. I cast my vote for the independence. Nevertheless, I had my doubts that the EPLF
would deliver an all-inclusive form of a government. It didn’t. I continued hoping for solutions. Never
saw any fixes.
Again, in the year 1998, Badme’s war with Tigrai, marked another final exam for the ELFers. They
flunked. I didn’t. To just briefly talk my story about Badme, it agonize me every time I hear about it.
Its unique name is Badme Himbrti: a great village of Hanetays. Our operation command, me as a major
contributor in planning and execution, liberated it for the first time from the rule of Menghesha of
Tigrai’s governor under his deputy (ምስሇነ) of Adyabo, Grazmatch Negasi. My flashback ignites flames of
the bloody Grazmatch Negasi on how he ended up his own life. It pains me a lot the way Shaebia played
the game on Badme prior and post the independence. I feel like my patriotic achievement for the
liberation of Badme has been dumped down to the toilet by Shaebia. Regardless, I took my grudges
aside and joined the forces of Shaebia in defense of our sovereignty during our bad time war with Tigrai
in 1998. Again, I felt stubbed on my back when the Jebhawyan sided with Tigrai warriors for the
invasion of Eritrea.
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For them, they took it as a short cut golden opportunity dropped out of the blue or haughty dream
intended to overthrow the Government of Eritrea Just like that easily. They proudly took ride on
Weyane’s fighter Tanks towards Asmara. They rushed enlisting a Fesila means a Unit, of 13 numbers
known as an Eritrean National Aliance, ENA, in Addis Abeba. For me, Addis Abeba is like a huge
warehouse that supplies weapons of mass destruction to wipe out our existence from the earth. For me,
Addis Ababa means Addis Darknes or Addis Chelema. I wish victory for the Oromo’s revolution, if they
may reverse to its given name “Finfne” and take over it so to drive Weyane out to their beloved land
Tigrai Adi Jeganu.
The war ended in 2000. At that juncture, I had to withdraw my lead position from the committee with
which I was one of the main key players in assisting in support for the defense of our country along
with the Santa Clara County community chapter. During that short period, two years, I suffered harsh
threats to my safety from members of the community that I was working with. They drove me crazy
and in equivalence to that my stress level sky rocketed. I collapsed. Lucky that I was for my family, as
my saver doctor put it, I would have been ushered to heaven if I was not in his hand an hour late.
Stayed in bed at the hospital for couple of days I recovered. One, lead disturber, among a team causing
an equivocal damage to the unity of the community was celebrating for my demise. He was heard saying
“one is down and some more to go.”
Experiencing of so much of hurdle despite my dedication for the good of my country that I pledged to
give my life since I was under age, why shouldn’t I quit like many of others. Not me. I was, I am and I
will continue to do so till my time is up by our “father which art in heaven: Hallowed be thy name.”
Life goes on so does my love and dedication for my country. Upholding with some of my reservations, I
have supported the ENA with all my inputs through my periodical: Tefeno. Unfortunately, I watched
that ENA was going crazy uncontrolled and ended up in disarray prematurely. The next job was
accomplished by an auto body repair mechanic Meles Zenawi from our closest neighbor Tigrai Addi
Jeeganu who did his best to help picking up the broken unrelated pieces from the floor and make
something out of it so he could market it per the Blue Book appraisal. He drove all the way down to
Khartoum of the Sudan to perform the repair with his tool boxes.
He made it successfully. He assembled many of the remnants of the ELF with some additions from here
and there. The Eritrean Democratic Alliance, EDA, was up on the ashes of ENA. I never lost hope for it. I
devoted my energy critiquing it in the hope it would get better. It never did. This one too went crazy
sentencing against of each other. It eliminated some of its member organizations selectively. What could
have been the reason? The probable cause could have been apartheid against belief based on race and or
faith. The damage has been deep. Fast forward …
Concurrently, as a result of the Eritrea opposition has been losing direction to which it supposed to
drive through, many concerned of us who were residing all over in the Bay Area, affiliated with different
political organizations made it to a general meeting in Oakland, California. We formed a partnership
titled: ማዕበል, Storm. We elected our officials and paid our annual membership fees. It died not far after
it took off. Why? Because, some hard headed personnel insisted to involve Wudbat /Organizations/ such
as the EDA in the business of our partnership.
After some years elapsed and I forgot all about it, a messenger from its elected treasurer visited me at
my work to deliver a refund that I have paid for my dues. He explained to me that since the partnership
didn’t exist any longer the treasurer decided to give refund to all of its members. Good of him the
treasurer. He must be a good man. I wish for a refund that I have contributed for politics and including
for communal enhancement projects such as for our children’s sport development.
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The proceeded game was nothing but a: Go Mary round/ ጭርጭር ዓበዯ. Finally, the Eritrean opposition
was auctioned in a flea market in Awasa of Ethiopia. The same disabled body has been renamed to a
Whole Sale Baito /Congress/. TPLF has been involved as its franchise owner licensing it to operate
according to its requirement. But what result can we get by flipping over a black blanket? It never
changes. ወንጮ እንተ ገልበጥካዮ ወንጮ. That was it.
My dream to push for democratic change side by side along with such untrusted organizations became
impossible. There was no trustworthy organization. I had to compose an article titled፡ ድሕሪ ሞት ጥዕና
ቅበጽ - gone is your health once you’re dead.
Prior to that, I have formally joined a group in the Bay Area who were members of the Congress Party/
Strategy Addi headed by Hurui Tedla Bairu from Stocholm. Not even a mile of a trip, we withdrew from
Hurui’s strategy Addi for reasons I prefer for others to say about it better than I can do. That is it.
What else can one do when all doors to revolutionize an opposition are being sealed as is for a coffin of
a dead body?
If we can benchmark all the oppositions to my episode, the fitness is rightly devastating. It is deadly
scary. That’s why I preferred to stay in limbo hopping that the Eritrean Government will address to all
the pending critical issues. Already, the government has accomplished tremendous measurable services
to the Eritrean society per its long term start up program to reach at its social justice goals. Keep note
of social Justice.
I am always feeling comfortable that I have never failed to clearly identify where my patriotic duty ought
to bestow for the mother land. My comprehension to the intricacies of Eritrea’s matters within all its
critics wasn’t hard for me to identify each and individual parts of it: who is who, what is what and why
is why. I have been keenly positioned myself to play at the equilibrium of my own marking scale. It
worked fine for my satisfaction. Thanks God, my predictions or prophecies are happening – the fall of
Weyane and possibly the disintegration of Ethiopia have begun. And one more thing I should mention.
In all my walks and talks, I was sharply criticizing the administration of the Eritrean government. But I
am proud for its fortitude strongly sustaining the safety and security of the nation against all the odds
while all political stones are being burning. I am positive about its effort for the nation building golden
projects. I could imagine that Eritrea is being poised to the possibility becoming one of the best of the
best from African nations. Should it repairs its horrible human rights records, my dream would be
fulfilled. How did I reach to such optimism?
It didn’t happen randomly overnight or ብሃሰስ. I had to do some selfless approaches. Having that as my
standard, it helped me to inspect all the parts separately according the roles they played into our lives
by applying the methods of political scientific metrologies. Results are amazing. Many scraps: Tigrai’s
Weyane, and the ineffective Eritrean oppositions goes to the Trash Bin.
At this episode, none is an alternative to the Higdif system. It is solid. Hence, Higdif has all the: means,
goodwill, and power, legitimacy … to come out with a conciliatory formula to heal the wounds we are
living with since the beginning of our liberation struggle. Come on Higdf, why are you resistant to our
calls for change?
God Bless Eritrea
fewsilybee@yahoo.com
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